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Abstract

Most effective face recognition methods store biometric
information in the clear. Doing so exposes those systems to
the risk of identity theft and violation of privacy. This prob-
lem significantly narrows the practical use of face recogni-
tion technology. Recent methods for privacy preserving face
recognition address face verification task. Most of them
are unable to generalize to unseen conditions and require
a large number of images of every user for training. We
address the problem of face identification, which is more
useful in security applications, and propose a binary, illu-
mination invariant representation that can be easily inte-
grated with various efficient cryptographic tools for protec-
tion. We propose several privacy preserving applications
for our representation and test it on a number of bench-
mark databases to show its robustness to severe illumina-
tion changes, occlusions, and some other appearance vari-
ations.

1. Introduction

Our goal is to build privacy preserving methods for face
identification in security applications. Incorporating pri-
vacy protection in face recognition is a very important task,
because once the recognition system storage is compro-
mised, the stored data can be misused in different ways (see
[38, 31] for discussion about the risks of using unprotected
biometric systems). Privacy exposure is a major factor in
public opposition to the use of face recognition in everyday
life.

We consider two types of protection: 1) The storage of
a database and the matching is done by the same machine.
The database is encrypted and the matching is done on the
encrypted data. 2) A recognition system is composed of two
major components, a server, which stores a list of faces, and
a client, which holds a representation of a single face. The
system must find out if the face held by the client matches
any of the faces in the server’s list. The matching must be
done in such a way that the server and client must not learn

any information except whether there is a match between
the client’s input and a face in the server’s list. Both appli-
cations protect the identity of people, but rely on different
cryptographic tools.

Adding a protection mechanism to a face recognition al-
gorithm is a challenging task because of two related prob-
lems: Two images of the same person are never iden-
tical. Representations used in recognition are therefore
designed to produce the same results for similar inputs.
In cryptographic algorithms (e.g., for password authenti-
cation) only identical inputs enable successful authentica-
tion. To bridge this gap, there have been attempts in cryp-
tography to develop noise resistant one-way hash func-
tions [21, 20, 37, 13, 7]. Namely, functions which are hard
to invert but which provide the same image for inputs that
are close to each other, and can therefore use “fuzzy” read-
ings as keys. The second problem is that effective face
recognition algorithms employ continuous representations
which are compared by complex measures of similarity that
in some cases are not even metric. Such representations are
not supported by cryptographic algorithms, which are es-
sentially discrete in nature. A naive conversion from the
continuous comparison methods used in face recognition to
a discrete measure like the Hamming distance, affects the
accuracy of recognition. Thus we aim to design a binary
face representation which is invariant to viewing conditions
and can be matched by the Hamming distance. Such repre-
sentations can be then easily integrated with efficient cryp-
tographic protecting mechanisms. The details of the cryp-
tographic tools are beyond the scope of this paper.

Face representation proposed in this paper is designed
to be robust to illumination changes, occlusions, minor
changes in facial expressions and it can be generalized to
handle pose variation. Our experiments verify the robust-
ness of the representation on different databases. However,
the requirement that the biometric information cannot be
stored in the clear is a very large obstacle for face recog-
nition. Our representation satisfies this requirement, while
minimizing degradation in recognition.



1.1. Related Work

Different aspects of face recognition have been ad-
dressed in numerous papers [26, 42]. Here we focus on the
following subjects: illumination invariance, robustnessto
occlusions and local noise, and protection of the biometric
data.
Face Recognition: An ideal face representation should
be robust to viewing conditions, occlusions, and other varia-
tions of the image. Illumination variation is one of the major
factors that greatly influence the appearance of human faces
[1]. The majority of the illumination invariant methods take
a holistic approach where an image of a face is represented
as a vector in a high-dimensional space and the recogni-
tion is done on this vector. See [43, 39] for the overview of
these methods. Holistic methods are robust to illumination
changes, but when some parts of a face are occluded, most
of them degrade significantly.

An alternative approach for face representation is based
on thepart-basedparadigm, in which a face is represented
by a collection of image fragments corresponding to differ-
ent components of a face and their relative positions. Given
a novel image, the recognition score is computed as a com-
bination of recognition scores of every part in the repre-
sentation and their geometric consistency. The robustness
to viewing conditions is achieved by the use of robust im-
age descriptors and by allowing some degree of deforma-
tion in the spatial configuration of parts. Part-based meth-
ods (e.g, [40, 24, 25, 5, 18, 44, 29, 28, 3]) are more robust
to occlusions, deformations, and local noises than the holis-
tic methods. If patches are small enough they are likely
to correspond to planar patches on a 3D surface. For pla-
nar surfaces, normalized correlation could handle all of the
variation due to illumination [8]. However, the planarity
assumption doesn’t always hold and in these cases the ef-
fects of illumination are much more complex and cannot be
removed by normalization. Thus the robustness of the ex-
isting part-based methods to illumination variation is more
limited than of the holistic methods.

The reliance of all these methods on real-valued repre-
sentations makes it hard to apply cryptographic tools, which
are inherently based on finite fields.
Protected biometrics: It is known that different acqui-
sitions of the biometric data from the same person are never
identical. Thus representations used in face recognition are
not directly compatible with cryptographic mechanisms. To
solve this problem different directions have been taken in
both vision and cryptographic fields.
Fuzzy schemes:To solve the problem of fuzziness in bio-
metric data, noise resistant one-way hash functions, referred
to as fuzzy hashing (commitments), or as secure sketches
and fuzzy extractors have been developed (e.g., [21, 20, 37,
13, 7]. These are functionsF which map an inputx to a
sketch (or helper data)s while satisfying two properties:

(1) recovery, namely that for anyx′ whose distance fromx
under some metric (which is limited to Hamming distance,
set difference, and edit distance) is small, it is possible to ef-
ficiently recoverx givenx′ ands; and (2)security, namely
that it is hard to learn meaningful data aboutx from the
sketchs. Fuzzy schemes assume that a real-valued biomet-
ric template is transformed into a fixed-length binary rep-
resentation. Such an assumption requires methods that can
perform the transformation without damaging the discrimi-
native power of the original real-valued representation. The
basic approach for this has been extracting real-valued fea-
tures from a face image, applying quantization and coding
of each feature, and concatenation of the output codes. The
final decision has been made based on the Hamming dis-
tance between the binary strings of the stored and novel
representations, because it is one of the few metrics sup-
ported by the fuzzy commitment schemes. Various com-
binations of image features and quintizers have been pro-
posed for fuzzy schemes [23, 9, 11, 12, 10] (see [12] for
more details). These methods focus on the verification task,
which allows using many images for registration in order to
cope with intra user variation. Inability of these algorithms
to generalize to unseen conditions limits their usage. The
extra step of quantization further damages the recognition
strength of these methods.

Secure computation of face recognition:Here the biomet-
ric data is stored at the remote server, which is assumed to
be much more secure than users’ machines, and probe im-
ages are acquired by a client, which might be a camera tak-
ing photos of passersby. During recognition the server and
client must not learn any information except for whether
there is a match between the client’s input and a face in the
server’s list. First attempts of conducting secure computa-
tion of face recognition [14, 32] employed the Eigenface
method [36], which is unable to generalize to unseen con-
ditions. The secure computation of matching, described in
these papers, requires large network traffic and large mem-
ory which makes those systems not practical. Much more
efficient protocols have been proposed for the secure com-
putation of the Hamming distance [19]. Thus building a ro-
bust face representation that can be matched using the Ham-
ming distance will greatly advance this area.

There are other methods in protected biometrics which
are less related to our approach. Among them e.g, [31] that
applies noninvertible distortion transform on the registra-
tion and verification copies of user’s biometrics; [33] uses
a user key to distort the input templates such that the peak
of correlation corresponds to the same user. In [6], the ap-
proach is to transform a standard face representation (e.g.,
PCA, LDA) to a user specific window, in which robust dis-
tance is used for matching. The location of the window is
encrypted, while the parameters of the transform and the
offset inside the window is used as a helper data. They



report very impressive recognition results on frontal faces
with mild changes in illumination and appearance. How-
ever, it’s unclear how this approach will scale up to large
variation in viewing conditions. Integrating it with more
advanced methods that are invariant to viewing conditions
seems hard, since these method require storing unprotected
3D face models or a number of images of the user un-
der varying conditions for illumination compensation dur-
ing the recognition phase. More detailed discussion on the
revocable biometrics can be found in [31, 6].

2. Overview of the approach

In order to use privacy protecting cryptographic tools we
must make the representation matchable by the Hamming
distance (or the set difference), meaning that we need to
find a way of converting a face image into a binary repre-
sentation (or a set of indices). Previous methods took a dis-
criminative approach in which a distribution of a particular
face is compared against the distribution of all faces (which
is a public data) to find the most distinguishable intervals,
that are expressed as indices. Such an approach however
does not scale up to variation of viewing conditions, since
it can only handle cases, which are presented in the distri-
bution. In this paper, we propose a generative approach, in
which the face of a person, whose identity should be pro-
tected, is composed of fragments, obtained from apublic
set of faces. More explicitly, we use the facial composite
principle (aka photo-robot) for face representation, which is
based on the idea that facial features have a number of typ-
ical appearances and almost every face can be generated by
combining fragments fromother people. Although global
similarity between faces is rare, the similarity of facial fea-
tures or their fragments among different people is strong
enough for recognition. Such an approach allows to apply
complex, robust algorithms, that use real-valued represen-
tations in order to match facial features of a person, whose
identity must be protected, to the facial features extracted
from the public face set. If we associate each fragment in
the public database with an unique index, then the choices,
obtained by robust matching, can be expressed as indices
into the public set. The resulting index-based representa-
tions can be compared by set difference or can be easily
transformed to a binary representation (the details are given
below) and matched using the Hamming distance.

More formally, letX denote a set of people enrolled in
the recognition system. Assume that we have a databaseY

of faces unrelated toX. We makeY public, but we want
to protectX. We defineN salient parts using a regular grid
around the textured areas of the face with each part hav-
ing appearance and spatial component. Then for each part
we build vocabularies of typical appearances (that will be
calledwords) and vocabularies of quantized distances from
the center of a face. The vocabularies are learned fromY

– people who areunrelated to those registered in the sys-
tem. In total we haveN appearance vocabularies of size
M andN spatial vocabularies of sizeZ. Each word in the
vocabularies is associated with a bit in the binary represen-
tation of a face. This results in the representation of size
N(M + Z). K words that best match the appearance of
the part in a given face are set to one, and the rest of the
words are set to zero (similar process is done for spatial
words). The resulting binary strings are matched using the
Hamming distance and thus can be either incorporated with
a cryptographic fuzzy schemes or matched using the secure
Hamming distance computation [19].

A photo-robot representation works for humans, who
can generalize over variation in viewing conditions. Using
same principle in an automated system requires designing
a mechanism that will cancel the effects of viewing con-
ditions. We use similarity of face 3D shapes in order to
estimate the viewing conditions in a given image and ren-
der part vocabularies to match the lighting in the image.
Our construction represents parts by unordered set of ap-
pearances which contributes to the robustness against oc-
clusions, shadows, highlights, and other local changes in
appearance.

We preserve high entropy of the representation by using
many patches with small overlaps between them. Choos-
ing several matches per patch in the representation not only
increases the robustness of the representation but also adds
entropy (if the vocabularies are large enough).

In order to prevent cross-matching between databases,
different vocabularies could be used. The difference can be
either in patch locations or in individuals that are used to
form the vocabularies.

Our representation requires only a single image of a per-
son, which makes it very attractive for usage in settings,
where there is no cooperation by the targeted persons.

Unlike other protected biometric methods, the proposed
representation is inherently binary, thus there is no loss
in recognition performance due to binarization. However
some performance loss appears due to inability of crypto-
graphic tools to efficiently find minimum in a privacy pre-
serving manner. Thus in order to identify a probe image, in-
stead of choosing the identity whose gallery image is closest
to the probe image, we are required to apply series of ver-
ifications against every person in the gallery. This requires
setting individual thresholds which are difficult to estimate
using a single image for training.

3. Vocabularies Construction

Most local image descriptors cope with illumination by
normalization and thus can cancel only an additive and mul-
tiplicative effects on image intensities. Descriptors that use
gradient directions (e.g., SIFT [27]) should be also robust
to changes in lighting direction. However in practice, it was



shown [44] that using SIFT in face representation helps with
the pose more than with illumination. Thus we use 3D mod-
els of faces from the public setY in order to render vocab-
ularies with illumination that matches the input image.

3.1. Illumination Model

Given an imageI of a person, whose identity must be
protected, we use 3D models and textures of faces from the
public setY to estimate the lighting inI and render syn-
thetic images of subjects fromY with the estimated light-
ing. The synthetic images are used to form vocabularies of
parts with illumination similar toI. The estimation of light-
ing and image rendering is done using the model proposed
by Basri and Jacobs [4]. This model approximates the set
of images produced by a Lambertian object under varying
illumination by a 9D linear subspace that is computed from
the 3D model. The dimensions of this subspace are low-
degree polynomial functions that are spherical harmonics of
the surface normals of the face in a specific position, scaled
by albedo, ie.:

bnm(x, y) = λ(x, y)hnm(θ(x, y), φ(x, y)), (1)

wherebnm are basis images of the person for (0 ≤ n ≤ 2,
−n ≤ m ≤ n), λ(x, y) is the albedo at pixel(x, y) and
hnm is the spherical harmonic evaluated at the surface nor-
mal (θ, φ) corresponding to pixel(x, y). Given an imageI,
[4] seeks a vectora that minimizes‖Ba − I‖ . B denotes
the basis images, arranged as ak × 9 matrix, wherek is the
number of points in the image. Every column ofB contains
one harmonic imagebnm, as per equation 1. After solving
this linear minimization problem, the low frequency com-
ponents of the lighting can be derived from the coefficients
a. In our settings instead of using 3D models of the peo-
ple we want to protect, we approximate lighting using a 3D
model of people from the public set. Due to shape similar-
ity, such approximation is feasible, and has been actually
used for 3D reconstruction ([22, 17]).

3.2. Offline Stage

During the offline stage we first compute the basis im-
agesBi of every person inY (Section 3.1). These are used
later for lighting estimation and rendering vocabularies.

Next, we find the location of parts in every person inY .
Let IY denote an image of a person fromY andIa denote
an image of an average person, both rendered with frontal
illumination. For each part in the representation we take a
corresponding patch fromIa and search for its best match
in IY . The patches are represented by SIFT and compared
using L2 norm. The search is reduced to a window, the
center of which is found by applying a linear transformation
from the center of the patch inIa to IY . The transformation
is found using 5 correspondence points betweenIa andIY .
The same process is done for every person inY .

To quantize similar appearances of parts we apply clus-
tering on patches associated with the same part and take
one representative per cluster (closest to the center) to be
a word in the part vocabulary. Individuals that are not as-
sociated with any word are removed fromY . We end up
with N vocabularies of parts. Each vocabulary containsM

words and for each word it stores a triplet(i, x, y), where
i is an index of the person it was extracted from;(x, y) are
the coordinates of the word in the image of the personi.
Since the vocabularies are constructed fromY , they stay
fixed whetherX changes or not, and thus no retraining is
needed when a new subject is added to the system.

3.3. Adaptive Vocabularies

Given an imageI that must be protected, we align it with
every model inY . Then, for each personi from Y we es-
timate lighting coefficientsai by minimizing ‖Biai − I‖
(Bi are the basis images of personi) and render a synthetic
imageJi = Biai of that person1. The vocabularies of vi-
sual words are generated by extracting fragments from the
set of images{Jj}

|Y |
j=1 using the triplets(i, x, y) that were

assigned for every word during the offline stage.

3.4. Spatial Vocabularies

The spatial information is modelled by the distance from
the center of a part to the center of the face. During the of-
fline stage, we estimate the distance distribution of each part
and quantize it intoZ bins, forming N spatial vocabularies
of sizeZ. The estimation is done on the subjects from the
public setY .

4. Face Representation

Given an imageI, we set the initial locations for the parts
in I by applying a linear transformation on the centers of
the corresponding parts in the image of the average model.
The transformation is found using 5 correspondence points
between the image of an average model andI. These points
can be detected using automatic methods for locating facial
features (e.g., [41, 16]).

A face representation is defined as a binary strings,
which is composed of appearance componentsa and the
spatial componentss. Both appearance and spatial com-
ponents are obtained by concatenation ofN binary strings
with one string per part:sa = [sa

1 , . . . , sa
N ], for appearance

component andss = [ss
1, . . . , s

s
N ] for spatial component.

Construction of sa
i : We define a window centered at the

initial position of parti in I. Then each word from the ap-
pearance vocabulary of parti is searched for in the defined
window and its best match is noted. LetJa

i denote the set of

1We do not use average model for light estimation, because lightesti-
mation is affected by skin tone (the spherical harmonics basisDC image).



indices that correspond to K words with the highest scores.
A binary stringsa

i is defined as follows:

sa
i (j) =

{

1 if j ∈ Ja
i

0 otherwise
(2)

wherej = 1, ..,M andM is the number of words in the
vocabulary of parti.
Construction of ss

i : Let di denote the distance between
the initial location of thei-st part and the center of the face
in I. A binary stringss

i has the sizeZ and it’s defined as
follows:

ss
i (j) =

{

1 if j ∈ Js
i

0 otherwise
(3)

whereJs
i are the indexes ofH quantized distances from

the spatial vocabulary of parti that are closest todi.

Implementation Details: In the current implementation
we use vocabularies withM = 20 visual words andZ = 10
quantized distance bins, and the number of face patches is
N = 30. We empirically found that it is best to set the
number of non zero bits in the appearance component of a
part sa

i to 4 (out of 20) and in the spatial component of a
partsa

s to 2 (out of 10).

5. Recognition

The proposed representation can be used with the fuzzy
cryptographic schemes or it can be matched using secure
Hamming distance computation [19]. Due to the space limit
we will show the integration of our representation with only
one protection mechanism, namely fuzzy extractors [13],
but other integrations are also very easy. We choose fuzzy
extractors over secure sketches because they provide not
only error tolerance but also address the non-uniformity of
the input. Our representation provides robust binarization
of the face template, but it doesn’t guarantee uniform distri-
bution over the representation space.

5.1. Authentication using Fuzzy Extractors

Given a vectors, the fuzzy extractor generates a ran-
dom keyR and a public recovery stringP which leaks only
negligible information abouts. Given a vectors′ such that
distHamming(s′, s) < t, the recovery stringP can recover
R, without storing it in the system. The recovery string is
able to correct up tot errors, with the upper bound ont is
half of the length ofs. Fuzzy extractors can be used to pro-
tect biometric data as follows: During the enrollment stage,
the system receives one image of a person, and computes a
representation vectors. To hide the representation a fuzzy
extractor is applied (see [13] for details) and the generated
tuple 〈Pi, f(Ri)〉 is stored for every personi (f is a one-
way hash function). During the verification of a useri, the

system receives a fresh image of the user, it generates a rep-
resentation vectors′ and tries to recover the key by applying
the corresponding recovery stringPi. If the recovery from
s
′ fails, the probe image is rejected for the identityi, other-

wisef(R′
i) is compared withf(Ri). If they are equal, the

probe image is authenticated with the identityi.

Identification: Fuzzy schemes have been used in verifica-
tion tasks, in which the matching of a probe is done against
a single user. If the probe passes the user’s threshold (which
defines the upper bound on the number of errors that the
recovery string will correct), then the system accepts the
probe. In identification, matching is done against all the
users in the gallery and the one that produces the best score
is chosen as a match. The fuzzy protection schemes rely on
user’s threshold and thus cannot be directly applied to find
the best score in a protected way. We suggest to implement
identification as series of verifications against every person
in the gallery. This way instead of best match we get a set
of candidates for whom the probe passed their individual
threshold. If the set contains only a single person then the
proposed procedure is identical to the identification, other-
wise the identification is ambiguous. To solve this problem
we use an adaptive threshold. For each enrolled person we
create a set of recovery strings, each capable of fixing differ-
ent number of errors, starting from the individual threshold
and decreasing by fixed step. The algorithm proceeds by
applying recovery strings with decreasing error correction
tolerance ons′ until it maps to a single entity or no entity.
In the latter case the probe is rejected. Such construction
reveals more information then the original fuzzy extractors.
However, if the thresholds are accurate enough, the num-
ber of recovery strings required to resolve the ambiguity is
small. In our experiments for achieving 99.48% recogni-
tion rate on the CMU-PIE illumination subset(see Section
6) we needed on average 1.57 recovery strings per person.
Thus the proposed construction is still acceptable in terms
of privacy.

Suspects Detection: We consider an application in which
a gallery is much smaller than the probe and the task is to
detect whether the probe image matches one of the faces in
the gallery. Such setting is very useful in surveillance ap-
plications in which the gallery could be a confidential list
of criminals, terrorist or missing people and the probes are
images streaming from public places. Here we can use only
a single recovery string per person in the gallery. First, be-
cause the list is usually not very long and the probability
that a probe will pass more than one individual threshold
is relatively low. Second, even if it does, there is no harm,
because if a person in the probe image matches any subject
from the list, he or she should be turned to the authorities.



6. Experiments

We tested the proposed binary representation on several
databases, checking its robustness to various factors thatin-
fluence the intra-user variation. The tests were conducted
on the benchmark data sets to allow comparison with the
existing methods.

We tested the proposed representation in two types of
applications: 1)identification in a closed universe, meaning
that all probes are in the gallery (see [30]) and 2)suspects
detection, where the gallery is much smaller than the probe
and the task is to detect whether the probe image matches
one of the faces in the gallery.

We constructed the public setY from a sub-set of 34 3D
models of faces supplied by USF2.

6.1. Identification Test

Following FERET [30] evaluation of identification in a
closed universe, we report the performance statistics by a
graph of cumulative match. The horizontal axis of the graph
is rank and the vertical axis is the probability of identifica-
tion. In the large gallery test, FERET reports the top 50
matches for each probe (see further details about the evalu-
ation protocol in [30]). Since other benchmark data sets in-
clude much less subjects, we set the number of top matches
relative to the number of subjects in the gallery.

Large illumination Variation: We tested the robustness
of the proposed binary representation to large illumination
changes on the frontal pose subset of CMU-PIE database
[35] and on the frontal pose subset of the Yale Face
Database B and its extension3 [15]. CMU-PIE contains im-
ages of 68 people under 43 illuminations. Half of the illu-
minations include ambient light and the other half doesn’t.
The images with ambient light include many subjects wear-
ing glasses, and the subset without ambient light includes
images with difficult illuminations in which half of the face
is in shadows. The Yale Face Database B and the Extended
Yale Face Database B [15] (the frontal subset) together in-
clude images of 38 people under 64 illuminations. Many
of the illumination conditions in this set are extremely chal-
lenging.

For the CMU-PIE set we used frontal illumination with
ambient light as a gallery image and other 42 illuminations
as probes, in total 2856 probe images. Note that our setting
tests not only illumination variation, but effects of glasses,
since 28 out of 68 subjects wear glasses in the gallery im-
age and then remove them in the half of the probe images
(without ambient light). The results are shown in Figure
2. A separate test in which all galleries and probes include
ambient light shows 100% recognition. A test in which all

2USF HumanID 3D Face Database, Courtesy of Prof. Sudeep Sarkar,
University of South Florida, Tampa, FL

3http://vision.ucsd.edu/ leekc/ExtYaleDatabase/ExtYaleB.html

galleries and probes have no ambient light and no glasses
shows 99%.

We formed another test set by combining The Yale Face
Database B and extended Yale B together. We used frontal
illumination as a gallery and the subsets 1 to 4 as probes
([15]). The results are reported in Figure 24

Near-frontal changes in pose, mild facial expressions,
and illumination changes: Although current implemen-
tation of the system doesn’t allow large variation in pose or
facial expression, it can still handle some variation in these
factors. To test our representation in more realistic setting,
namely, near-frontal variation in pose and mild changes in
facial expressions and illumination, we ran our system on
the gallery andfc probe sets of FERET [30]; and on a sub-
set of FRAV2D [34]. The gallery of FERET contains 1196
subjects and thefc probe set includes images of 194 sub-
jects taken with a different camera and under different il-
lumination. Besides the illumination, some variation in fa-
cial expression (smiling and blinking) and near-frontal pose
variation is present between the gallery and the probe sets.
FRAV2D set contains image of 109 subjects with variations
in pose, facial expressions, illumination, and large occlu-
sions. We conducted our tests on the subset of 16 images
per subject, 12 of which include near frontal pose variations
and mild changes in facial expression, and the other 4 in-
clude also variation in illumination, in total 1744 images.
The results are reported in Figure 3. The recognition results
on FERET are lower than in other tests, but are compara-
ble with previously reported results [30, 2]. The gallery in
this test is at least 11 times larger than in other sets, which
explains the degradation in performance.

Illumination variation and Local Occlusions: We
tested the effects of partial occlusions in eye, nose and
mouth areas separately. To simulate occlusions we used a
square area of the size of20% of the face width filled with
random noise (Figure 1 shows some examples of partial oc-
clusions used in the test). Occlusion was applied to probe
images only. Table 1 summarizes the recognition results,
tested on the subset of CMU-PIE that includes images of 68
persons under 10 illuminations with ambient light and par-
tial occlusions. The right column of the table describes the
number of patches with at least half of their area occluded.

FRAV2D set [34] contains images with real occlusions,
in which half of each face is occluded with a hand. We
didn’t test our representation on this set, because with such
global occlusion at least half of the patches are irrelevant,
which makes it impossible to use fuzzy extractors for pro-
tection (see Section 5).

4Some previous papers on illumination invariance report results in the
form of classification rate, which corresponds to the cumulative matching
score for rank=1.



Figure 1. Examples of tested occlusions.

Occluded rank=1 score Num. of occluded
Part parts

Left eye 95.37% 10/30
Mouth 99% 4/30
Nose 100% 3/30

Table 1. Partial occlusion results on a subset of CMU-PIE
Database, containing images of all people in frontal pose and 10
illuminations
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Figure 2. Identification test on test sets including dramatic illumi-
nation changes
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Figure 3. Identification test on test sets including near frontal pose
change, mild change in facial expressions (smile, blink), and mild
illumination changes.

6.2. Suspects Detection

This test simulates a real security systems which holds a
confidential list of subjects, and detects whether a face from
a stream of images coming from a public place matches one
of the faces on the list. We use our representations fol-

lowed by fuzzy extractors to hide the biometric informa-
tion of the people on the confidential list. A single recov-
ery string per person is computed to be used with the fuzzy
extractors. These recovery strings correspond to the indi-
vidual thresholds on the Hamming distance. To learn an
individual threshold of subjecti we construct an ensemble
of people which includes other individuals from the list and
images of unrelated people which represent typical inputs
to the system (those can be easily obtained by a ”dry run”
of the camera before installing the recognition system.) An
individual threshold for theith subject is set based on the
smallest Hamming distance between him and the rest of the
people in the ensemble. When the system receives a probe
face, it applies the verification procedure with every person
on the list using the corresponding recovery string as de-
scribed in Section 5.1. If the probe face passes the verifica-
tion with at least one of the subjects on the list it is identified
as a match. We tested the system on the frontal pose subset
of CMU-PIE and on the FERET databases.

Similar application was addressed in [14, 32] and imple-
mented as a secure computation of Eigenface [36]. Thus we
also show the performance of the standard Eigenface (for
which the images were cropped and normalized for bright-
ness) on both sets of images.
CMU-PIE: The confidential list included 12 persons under
frontal illumination. The test set contained 2912 images
of 68 subjects, from which 504 belonged to the subjects
from the list. All test images contained faces in a frontal
pose under large illumination changes. About third of the
subjects on the list wear glasses, but then remove them in
half of the test images. The results are shown in Figure 4.
FERET:We took 100 subjects from thefc probe set for the
confidential list, and used all 1196 gallery images (from
which 100 belong to the subjects on the list) as a test set
to simulate the stream of images. In this experiment the im-
ages on the list were taken with a different camera and with
different viewing conditions than the test images. Figure 4
shows the results.

7. Conclusions

In this work, we presented illumination invariant, binary
face representation which can be easily integrated with var-
ious existing cryptographic tools. The proposed approach
showed very good performance in varying illumination con-
ditions and robustness to partial occlusions. In the future
work we plan to extend the proposed approach to pose vari-
ation and more significant changes in facial expression.
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